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Chapter 1
Observations of diffuse fluxes of cosmic neutrinos
Christopher H. Wiebusch
RWTH Aachen University, III.Physikalisches Institut,
Otto Blumenthal Strasse, 52074 Aachen, Germany,
wiebusch@physik.rwth-aachen.de
In this contribution the current observational results for the diffuse flux of
high-energy astrophysical neutrino flux are reviewed. In order to understand the
science implications, the measurements in different detection channels are dis-
cussed and results are compared. The discussion focusses is the energy spectrum,
the flavor ratio and large scale anisotropy.
1. Introduction
For a long time, the detection of high-energy cosmic neutrinos as cosmic messengers
has been an outstanding goal of astroparticle physics. Their observation has been
proposed by Markov1 already in the 60th of last century. The proposed method
was the detection of up-going muons as signature of a charged-current (CC) muon
neutrino interaction below the detector. Based on this signature atmospheric neu-
trinos were discovered in deep underground detectors2.3 Soon it was realized that
the expected astrophysical fluxes are be small and cubic-kilometer sized detectors
would be needed to accomplish the goal.4 A key concept became the instrumen-
tation of optically transparent natural media with photo-sensors to construct large
Cherenkov detectors. A major step was achieved by the BAIKAL collaboration,5
which first succeeded to install and operate a large volume Cherenkov detector using
the deep water of lake Baikal. Thiss effort was rewarded by the first observation of
atmospheric neutrino events in an open natural environment,6 see also contribution
by V. Aynutdinov. Shortly after, the AMANDA neutrino telescope successfully
demonstrated the feasibility of the construction and operation of a large Cherenkov
detector in glacier ice.7 It was the first neutrino telescope to observe high-energy
atmospheric neutrinos in larger quantity8 and to exclude optimistic astrophysical
models.9 In parallel to these efforts neutrino telescopes in deep oceans have also
been brought into operation. The ANTARES neutrino telescope,10 see also con-
tribution by P. Coyle, increased the effective area with respect to AMANDA and
has been operational since 2006. In all these experiments no indications of cosmic
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neutrinos have been found.11
Based on the success of AMANDA, the IceCube detector has been designed.12
In total 5160 large area optical sensors have been deployed in the Antarctic ice at the
geographical South Pole. They detect the Cherenkov light produced by secondary
leptons and hadrons as a result of charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC)
neutrino-nucleon interactions inside and outside the instrumented volume. The
instrumented depth ranges from 1450 m to 2450 m in the ice. The sensors are
attached to 86 vertical cable strings with 60 sensors each and have a horizontal
spacing of about 125 m between strings on a hexagonal grid. Along the strings the
spacing is about 17 m, resulting in about 1km3 of instrumented volume. IceCube was
completed in its final configuration in December 2010 and fully commissioned in May
2011. Already in its earlier configurations, based on the partly installed detector,
a substantial exposure was accumulated and first indications for an astrophysical
signal were obtained13.14
2. Summary of detection signatures
The detection of neutrinos from cosmic accelerators, see contributions by Mszros,
K. Murase, E. Waxman, P. Lipari and M. Ahlers, is mainly based on their hard
energy spectrum which is expected to follow the spectrum of accelerated primary
cosmic rays and thus is expected to follow a power-law with a hard spectral index
φ ' φ0 ·E−2. The largest signal is expected from close below the horizon and above,
as the Earth becomes almost opaque to neutrinos above ∼ 100TeV − 1PeV. Back-
grounds are cosmic ray induced atmospheric muons and neutrinos, which however
exhibit at high energies a substantially softer spectrum. Other powerful methods
to detect astrophysical neutrinos above this background rely on directional and
time-correlations of the measured events. However, this requires strong individual
sources. Alternatively, the cumulative flux of all cosmic sources is expected to ex-
ceed the atmospheric backgrounds at high energies of typically 100TeV. In this
paper we focus on the detection of diffuse fluxes. Depending on the luminosity den-
sity and strength of the sources, this approach is very promising for the detection
of a population of abundant but individually weak extra-galactic sources. Detailed
discussions can be found e.g. in Ref. 1516.17
Searching for diffuse neutrino fluxes at high energies requires a rigorous rejec-
tion of the overwhelming atmospheric muon background and a precise modelling of
the partly irreducible atmospheric neutrino backgrounds. The atmospheric muon
background which penetrates from the surface to the depth of the detector can
be rejected by focusing on up-going events and/or events that interact within the
instrumented volume. Atmospheric neutrinos can only be rejected if they arrive
in the detector from above and the corresponding air-shower is either tagged by a
surface detector18 or by observing correlated atmospheric muons.19 For both types
of background the signal to background ratio increases with the energy threshold
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of the event selection.
Based on these signatures, neutrino telescopes can be sensitive to all neutrino fla-
vors, in particular when combining different detection channels and strategies. The
basic signature of muon neutrino is a high-energy muons track from deep-inelastic
CC neutrino-nucleon interactions. Electron neutrinos produce an electromagnetic
cascade superimposed by a hadronic cascade at the interaction vertex. The lenght
scale of the cascades is small compared to the spacing of detector sensors. These
events are called cascade-like events. Tau neutrinos mostly produce a cascade signa-
ture very similar to electron neutrinos with two exceptions. First, at high energies
above a PeV the tau travels typically 50m ·Eτ/PeV before it decays. This results in
a characteristic signature of two spatially separated cascades, called double-bang.20
At all energies the tau may decay leptonically into a muon with a branching ratio
of ∼ 17% contributing to the track-like signature of muon neutrinos. All flavors
contribute equally to cascade-like events via NC interactions.
3. Observational status of different detection channels
3.1. High-energy starting events
Remarkably, the discovery of an astrophysical neutrino signal by IceCube was
achieved not in the muon channel that has been the intuitively assumed baseline
channel for decades but with a new type analysis: the high-energy starting event
analysis (HESE)21.22
The HESE analysis searches for neutrinos interacting inside the detector and is
as such sensitive to all neutrino flavors and the full sky. The selection splits the
detector into an outer region, which is used to tag and veto muon backgrounds from
outside and an inner fiducial mass of about 0.4Gt. Accepted events are required to
deposit a visible energy of more than 20− 30 TeV inside the detector. Furthermore
the earliest observed Cherenkov photons need to have been recorded within the
fiducial volume while in the veto region no early signal in excess of the noise level
is allowed. The analysis is based on the combination of essentially four innovative
new methods that were not available during the operation of AMANDA and were
not available during the design and construction phases of IceCube.
(i) It was realized that a search for starting events would allow for a very simple
all-sky search of all flavors, with a high significance because a large fraction of
the energy is deposited at the interaction vertex. This has greatly improved the
sensitivity, e.g. with respect to the single flavor up-going muon channel.
(ii) The ability to reasonably reconstruct the direction and energy of cascade-like
events including a good estimate of the uncertainty based on the precise analysis
of measured photomultiplier waveforms. This allowed quantifying the signifi-
cance of each event as the backgrounds strongly depend on the observed zenith
angle.
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(iii) The usage of the outer layers of IceCube as veto allowed to model-independently
quantify the remaining atmospheric muon background with good precision based
on experimental data. It has been shown that the background related to the
inefficiency of the veto falls off rapidly with energy and becomes insignificant
above ∼ 60TeV.
(iv) It was realized that the method of an atmospheric neutrino veto19 could be
successfully applied, greatly reducing the atmospheric neutrino background in
the down-going region. The corresponding angular distribution is particularly
important to unambiguously reject the hypothesis of a purely atmospheric origin,
in particular as the high-energy atmospheric neutrino flux from prompt decays
of heavy quarks is largely uncertain.23
It is the combination of all four methods in the interpretation of the observation,
that made the detection of a cosmic neutrino signal evident and allowed to reject
the hypothesis of atmospheric origin with high confidence. As a side remark, this
underlines the importance of a not too specific optimization of large scale instru-
ments which aim to explore unknown physics. The implementation of potentially
not fully optimized but multi-purpose instruments which deliver higher data and
information quality than minimally required allows a large flexibility in methods
and fosters unforeseeable innovations which evolve only during the operation of the
instrument.
(a) Measured deposited energy (b) Measured zenith
Fig. 1. Results for the high-energy starting event analysis
Currently, data from three years of operation have been published.22 A pure
atmospheric origin of the observed signal is rejected with a confidence level of 5.7σ.
Most recently, a fourth year of data has been preliminarily released24 that further
increases the significance of the observation to 6.5σ. The observed distributions of
energy and zenith, see fig. 1, agree well with the expectation of a hard astrophysi-
cal spectrum and is clearly not compatible with the expectation from atmospheric
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backgrounds. The per flavor astrophysical flux measured with three years of data
is E2φ(E) = 0.84 ± 0.3 × 10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1, assuming a spectral index γ = 2
in the energy range between 60TeV and 2PeV. A significant clustering of event
directions has not been observed.
A particularly interesting extension of this analysis is to lower the energy thresh-
old for this search. This is achieved by a gradually increasing the veto thickness.
The loss in fiducial volume is compensated by larger fluxes at lower energy. The
first analysis of this type25 using two years of data has been able to lower the en-
ergy threshold to about 1 TeV and extract the astrophysical signal down to about
10 TeV.
3.2. Cascade channel
Closely related to the analysis of starting events are searches dedicated to cascade
type events. Here, based on the event reconstruction, track-like event topologies are
specifically rejected and a reasonably pure cascade-like sample is obtained. Back-
grounds are atmospheric muons with catastrophic energy losses that outshine the
muon and thus mimic a cascade-like signature. These can be suppressed by requiring
containment of the interaction vertex similar to the HESE analysis. The flux from
conventional atmospheric electron neutrinos is considerably smaller (about a fac-
tor 20) than that of muon neutrinos and hence poses a relatively small background.
The largest background uncertainty arises from prompt atmospheric neutrinos. Ad-
vantages of this analysis are a good energy resolution for these contained cascades
of the order of the energy scale uncertainty26 ' 10% and a lower energy threshold
compared to the muon-channel. Cascade-analyses are usually sensitive to electron
and tau neutrinos by CC interactions with a small contribution of NC interactions
by all flavors.
Already a pioneering analysis, based on the configuration with only 40 installed
detector strings found an excess of events above the atmospheric expectation.13
Recently, the first year data of the completed detector has been analyzed. The
energy spectrum of atmospheric electron neutrinos was measured to be consistent
with the theoretical expectation. No indication of a prompt signal was found and
the astrophysical component at high energies27 was confirmed. The most recent
results for the measurement of the astrophysical flux, based on two years of data,
are reported in Ref. 28. This analysis substantially increases the number of observed
high-energy events by also including partially contained events. It largely confirms
the findings of the HESE analysis and observes a cosmic signal with significance of
more than 4σ.
3.3. Muon channel
The classical detection channel of neutrino telescopes is up-going muon tracks from
CC neutrino-nucleon interactions in and below the detector. The selection of up-
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going tracks efficiently eliminates the background of down-going cosmic ray induced
atmospheric muons. The Earth’s absorption increases with energy and results in a
zenith dependent expectation even for an isotropic diffuse cosmic signal. As the in-
teraction can happen far outside the detector, the effective detection volume is much
larger than the geometrical volume resulting in larger event rates than for contained
events. However, muons from neutrino-interactions far away have lost a consider-
able and unknown fraction of their initial energy and carry only little information
to distinguish astrophysical from atmospheric neutrinos. In addition, through-going
muons deposit only a small fraction of their energy inside the detector. Therefore,
the muon energy has to be estimated by the observed energy-loss, resulting in a
resolution of about ∼ 50− 70% for the muon energy as compared to ∼ 10% in case
of contained cascades. Diffuse searches using this channel contain potentially the
largest number of cosmic neutrinos, but require larger data-sets to observe the same
significance as channels with good energy resolution, e.g. contained cascades. An
important advantage of the muon channel compared to cascades is the good angular
resolution, approaching about 0.1◦ at high energies. Though angular information
is not of primary concern in a diffuse search, it is helpful for an efficient rejection
of the atmospheric muon background and the selection of high purity data-sets.
The analysis is done as a two-dimensional likelihood fit of the measured energy
and zenith angle. Fitting the full data from a few 100 GeV to high energies of a
PeV allows to strongly constrain systematic uncertainties.
The first indications of an astrophysical signal in the muon channels were found
in the data of IceCube in the 59-string configuration.14 Though the final signifi-
cance of a cosmic signal was only 1.8σ with respect to the conventional atmospheric
background-only hypothesis, this observation has been important not only in the
context of promising indications of a cosmic neutrino signal but also in its power to
constrain the conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrino backgrounds for the
analysis of starting events. Particularly spectacular has been the highest energy
muon, which energy in the detector has been estimated to 400 TeV
Since then, the evidence in this channel has been steadily increasing. A combined
analysis using 35, 000 events from the 79 string and first year of 86 string config-
urations (2010-2012) has found evidence for an astrophysical flux above 300 TeV
consistent with the HESE result at the 3.7σ level.29 Most recently, the full data
from six years of IceCube operation including the 59-string and 79 string config-
urations as well as four years of IceCube with 86 strings (2009-2015) has been
analyzed.30 Here, the event selection efficiency has been optimized resulting in a
total of about 340, 000 muon neutrino events with an estimated purity of better
than 99.9%. The significance of an astrophysical flux with the full six years is at
the level of 6σ (rejecting a pure atmospheric origin).
Also notable is the observation of an ultra-high-energy neutrino event,31 see
Fig. 2. It is a through-going track that deposits an energy of 2.6± 0.3 PeV within
the instrumented volume of IceCube. Based on simulations of events with similar
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Fig. 2. Event-view of the multi-PeV upgoing muon event detected with IceCube. Colored spheres
indicated optical sensors that registered a signal, where the size encodes the logarithm of detected
charge and the color the arrival time (red early and green late). Left are the three projected views.
The reconstructed track is indicated as a line.
topology such an energy loss would be expected from a muon of more than 4 PeV
and thus implies an even higher neutrino energy. This makes this event the highest-
energy neutrino detected to date. Based on the huge energy, for this event alone
the hypothesis of an atmospheric origin can be rejected30 for this event alone by
about 4σ. Though not relevant for the subject of this report, it is worthwhile to
note that the directional uncertainty is less than 0.3◦, but attempts to identify an
astrophysical source have not been successful yet. The closest known source of GeV
photon emission32 is about 3◦ away and 11◦ for known TeV sources.33 The direction
is 11◦ off the Galactic Plane.
3.4. EHE channel
In this channel neutrinos of extremely high energies are searched for. This channel
targets is very large energy depositions related to events of typically 1017eV energy,
as e.g. expected from the GZK effect. Because of the decreasing background of cos-
mic ray induced atmospheric muons the energy threshold can be gradually reduced
towards the horizon. For straight down-going events, the surface detector IceTop
is added as a veto. As a consequence of absorption within Earth the region around
and above the horizon is particularly important.
It was this type of analysis that initially observed the first neutrino events with
PeV energy34 close to its energy threshold. The analysis has been based on an
exposure of one year in the 79 string configuration and the first year of full IceCube
operation. An update to this analysis35 to 6 years of IceCube operation has further
increased the sensitivity, particularly towards high energy. No further events with
energies substantially above a few PeV have been observed which results in the
currently most constraining exclusion limits for ultra-high-energy neutrinos such as
expected from the GZK effect.36 As no further events of higher energy have been
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observed with recent data and thus no improved spectral information on the diffuse
flux can be deduced, this channel is ignored in the following discussions.
3.5. Tau channel
The tau neutrino is interesting because due to oscillations about one third of as-
trophysical neutrinos are expected to be of tau flavor. Furthermore, due to “re-
generation” in tau decays, the Earth is not fully opaque to tau neutrinos.37 The
atmospheric background of high energy tau neutrinos is substantially smaller than
even that of prompt neutrinos,38 and thus any observed a tau neutrino would be
astrophysical with high probability.
As discussed above, the detection signature of tau neutrino interactions is mostly
similar to electron neutrinos unless their energy exceeds about a PeV. Nonetheless it
is interesting to attempt the identification of a double-bang signature in the sample
of observed starting events. This has been performed with a modification39 of the
reconstruction algorithm used for starting events.26 No evidence of a double-bang
signature has been found. However, this analysis, close to the detection threshold, is
challenging because of systematic uncertainties of the photon propagation through
ice and a substantial contribution of tau neutrinos to the observed events cannot
be excluded. A more robust approach is to directly search for large double pulse
signatures in the recorded waveforms of optical sensors. An independent dedicated
search40 for this signature has not detected a clear double-bang event. However, the
sensitivity of this search has not yet reached the observed astrophysical flux level
and more data is needed.
4. Comparison of observational results
4.1. Energy spectrum
The energy spectrum measured with the most recent data24 for high-energy starting
events is shown in Fig. 3 together with the spectrum obtained from the extension
of the analysis towards lower energies.25 Here, the normalization in each energy bin
has been a free parameter in a maximum likelihood fit of the data-set. The best fit
spectral index for Fig. 3(a) is γ = 2.58± 0.25, slightly softer than results based on
earlier data. This is consistent with the result in Fig. 3(b) of γ = 2.46 ± 0.12 and
is also consistent with measurements in the cascade channel28 which find similar
soft indices. The spectrum slightly depends on the assumptions of atmospheric
neutrinos from charm decays. A larger charm component would lead to a harder
astrophysical spectrum.
Two aspects are particularly interesting. On may wonder about the existence
of a possible cut-off at an energy of a few PeV or a possible spectral break in the
spectrum. Note, that the under-fluctuation of events just below a PeV deposited
energy has previously caused some speculations. However, this fluctuation is not
statistically significant and it has decreased with the recently added data.
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Fig. 3. Results for the high-energy starting event analysis
Clearly visible is the deviation from the hard E−2 hypothesis. It seems that the
steepness of the slope is dominated by data at lower energy . 50TeV. As shown in
Ref. 25, above an energy of 100TeV the data would be well consistent with also a
hard spectrum γ ' 2.26± 0.35.
For the question of a cut-off about 3 events would be expected for a hard E−2
spectrum above 2 PeV, while none were observed. However, with a softer spectrum,
as the best fit seems to indicate, this tension is strongly relaxed and a cut-off is not
required to describe the observation.
In conclusion, the current statistics is not sufficient to answer questions concern-
ing a possible spectral break or cut-off and future data will improve the picture.
(a) Unfolded neutrino energy distribution (b) 2-d profile likelihood of the fit spectral in-
dex versus flux
Fig. 4. Results of the analysis of up-going muons based on six years data
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While the starting event analysis is dominated by cascade-like events from the
Southern Sky it is interesting to compare to the energy distribution of up-going
muon neutrinos. As the measurement of uncontained muons does not directly allow
for a good estimate of the neutrino energy, the spectral unfolding is difficult but
benefits from higher statistics of events and well controlled systematics and back-
grounds. The measurement with two years of data29 resulted in a spectral index
slightly harder γ = 2.2±0.2 than measured in the cascade dominated channels. This
tension has increased with recent data covering 6 years of IceCube30 as shown in
Fig.4. The left figure shows the reconstructed energy distribution, the right figure
the profile likelihood for the extracted astrophysical flux parameters. Note, that
the reconstructed neutrino energy spectrum is model dependent. Shown here is the
median expected neutrino energy calculated from the measured deposited energy
assuming the best fit spectrum. The excess of data is clearly inconsistent with a
pure atmospheric origin. With a best fit spectral index of 2.06± 0.13 the observed
spectrum is harder than that of the cascade dominated measurements.
For a quantitative discussion the results for all analyses have to be compared by
means of statistical confidence. It is found that the measured flux normalization is
often correlated with the fitted spectral index. When analyzing the error contours
for all analyses41 the apparent tension is reduced to about 2.5σ which is marginally
statistically significant. For this discussion it is furthermore important to highlight
the systematic differences between these two measurements. The threshold for
the up-going muon signal is a few 100TeV while astrophysical starting events are
detected above a few 10TeV. If only high-energy starting events were considered in
the comparison, the spectra would be in agreement. Another important difference
is the dominance of different hemispheres in both analyses. If the astrophysical flux
was non-isotropic or e.g. composed of a galactic and an extra-galactic component
a difference between the two analyses could be explained. Additional data will
be needed to answer these questions. An extension to this discussion is found in
Sec.4.3.
4.2. Global fit and flavor ratio
Based on the different detection channels a global fit of the combined data-sets
can be attempted. In Ref. 42 such a global analysis has been performed using six
different data-sets14291343212225 consisting of up-going muons, contained cascades
and starting events. Special care was taken not to double count overlapping data-
sets and the combination of systematic uncertainties. For practical reasons, the
fit does not include the full systematics of the individual data-sets but combines
them as generalized global parameters. These are the energy scale uncertainty,
the atmospheric muon background normalization for each data-set and the cosmic
ray spectral index which affects the atmospheric neutrino background. Different
hypotheses for the astrophysical flux normalization and spectra are tested. The
result for a single power-law is a spectral index of γ = −2.50 ± 0.09, disfavoring a
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hard spectral index of γ = 2 at the 3.8σ level. This significance is reduced to 2.1σ if
an exponential cut-off is introduced. Similar to the discussions above, it can be seen
in Fig. 5(a), that this tension could be also relaxed without introducing a cut-off if
a transition from a softer spectral index at lower energies to a harder spectrum at
higher energies is assumed.
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Fig. 5. Results of the global fit
The flavor ratio of the neutrino flux is particularly interesting, because it allows
to constrain the acceleration mechanism. The initial flavor composition at the
source is modified by neutrino oscillations and largely smeared out due to the long
baseline. Therefore, one expects to observe all neutrino flavors at Earth with a
similar flux. However, depending on the injection model of neutrino flavors at the
source and the assumed oscillation parameters deviations from the exact νe : νµ :
ντ ≈ 1 : 1 : 1 mixing are expected at Earth. Despite of not having directly identified
tau neutrino events, they contribute to the observed event rates of the considered
detection channels differently. Within the framework of the global fit the flavor ratio
can be tested when fitting the flux normalization of each flavor seperately in a joint
fit. The result is shown in Fig. 5. The measured data is consistent with a mixture
of all flavors and pure fluxes of νe and νµ or ντ are strongly disfavored. When
comparing to different injection scenarios the hypothesis of pure νe as expected
from sources with dominating muon decays can be excluded. Both scenarios of an
injected ratio νe : νµ : ντ ≈ 0 : 1 : 0 and νe : νµ : ντ ≈ 1 : 2 : 0 are compatible with
the data. With more data this measurement is expected to become increasingly
important for the understanding of the source mechanism of the measured flux.
4.3. Isotropy
No analysis of the arrival directions of detected neutrinos has yet revealed a statis-
tically significant clustering nor correlation with a known source2444.45 However,
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also tests for large-scale anisotropies allow to investigate the important question
whether the assumption of isotropy of the cosmic signal is valid or if regions related
to a few close sources dominate. In particular, the question whether the observed
flux is of galactic or extra-galactic origins can be tested.
An important step is the recent observation of the astrophysical signal also
in the up-going muon analyses29,30 see Sec.3.3. This confirms that the flux that
was observed in the high-energy starting event analysis mostly by cascades from
the Southern hemisphere is accompanied by a roughly equally strong flux of muon
neutrinos in the Northern hemisphere. This indicates that at least a substantial
fraction of the flux is isotropic and thus presumably extra-galactic.
Fig. 6. Splitting the data samples into regions of the sky: North-South and East-West. The fig-
ure shows the orientation of the galactic plane, indicated by the superimposed diffuse gamma
emission measured by
Fermi-LAT, http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html. Ver-
tical lines indicate a split by right ascension that results in quadrants in both hemispheres with
and without the galactic plane.
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Fig. 7. Energy spectra of starting events for Northern and Southern Sky separately.
A straight forward approach is to split the data samples into two separate regions
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of the sky and to compare the observed fluxes. This is indicated in Fig.6.
The simplest test is to compare the Northern and Southern hemispheres. As
the Southern hemisphere contains the central part of the Galaxy, differences in the
hemispheres may allow to indicate differences between galactic and extra-galactic
components. This has been done within the analysis of starting events at lower
energy threshold,25 see Fig.7, the global fit42 and the analysis of contained cas-
cades.28 Both hemispheres show a clear excess of an astrophysical signal over the
atmospheric background, however, the southern excess seems stronger.
This question is more quantitatively addressed in the aforementioned global fit.
It results in a spectral index of γ = 2.0+0.3−0.4 for the Northern Sky and γ = 2.56±0.12
for the Southern Sky, respectively. Note, that the significance of a discrepancy
is only 1.1σ. The interpretation has to be done carefully, as the observational
conditions and systematic uncertainties between north and south strongly differ.
The fit of the Northern Sky is dominated by the up-going muon sample which has
a higher energy threshold compared to the cascade sample, which dominates the
Southern Sky. Furthermore, detector systematics with all sensors directed down-
ward, the absorption of high-energy events by Earth, the rejection of atmospheric
neutrino background differs strongly between both hemispheres.
This test has been repeated with contained cascades.28 This measurement
results in very similar spectral indices for North (γ = 2.69+0.34−0.34) and South
(γ = 2.68+0.20−0.22). Also for this analysis systematics differ between North and South
and the energy range is slightly smaller. Obviously, at this point in time the results
are not conclusive yet.
(a) Flux normalization (b) Spectral index
Fig. 8. Profile likelihoods for the extracted flux parameters from the fit of the six year up-going
muon sample which is split by right ascension.
A test that is not affected by these systematics has been performed in the North-
ern Sky with the six years up-going muon sample. The sample was split in right
ascension instead of declination. The regions, indicated as vertical lines in Fig.6, are
chosen such, that the two split samples are of similar statistics but complementary
with respect to the galactic plane. The fit result, shown in Fig.8, is a small but not
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statistically significant larger flux and softer spectrum from the region including the
galactic plane.
Again, a definitive answer whether the flux from the galactic plane differs from
the all-sky result can not be deduced. Dedicated tests are underway and additional
data will certainly allow to address this question further.
5. Summary and conclusions
In this contribution we have reviewed the observational evidence and approaches
to observe diffuse fluxes of astrophysical neutrinos. It is remarkable that only a
few years after the initial discovery, the signal could be clearly identified in several
detection channels. After the consolidation of the observational evidence substan-
tial progress has been made in characterizing the signal properties, in particular by
improving analysis methods and by the comparison of the different results. Several
important questions have been addressed, especially the characterization of the en-
ergy spectrum, the flavor composition and a possible large-scale isotropy. While we
are still awaiting the hopefully soon detection of point sources (see contribution by
Ch. Finley), the above questions can be addressed with further improved analyses
and new data.
Ultimately IceCube will be limited in sensitivity. Therefore, the need for a next-
generation instrument arises. The KM3Net46 neutrino telescope in the Mediter-
ranean Sea (see contribution by M. de Jong) and the BAIKAL-GVD neutrino tele-
scope47 in lake Baikal (see contribution by Z. Djilkibaev) plan to install deep water
instrumentations that exceed the size of the IceCube detector. Finally, the design
of a next generation instrument at the South Pole, IceCube-Gen2,48 has started
aiming for the scale of 10km3 volume (see contribution by O. Botner). Also investi-
gations of possible improvements of the current IceCube performance for the search
of cosmic neutrinos by extending the surface detector IceTop acting as a veto18 to
atmospheric signals are underway.
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